Appendix A: EMEP Program Logic Diagram and Evaluation Framework

Activity

Plan the Program
Review background research
Convene research planning
meetings with scientists,
policymakers, analysts and
stakeholders

Develop and Select Research
Projects
Refine research focus areas for
solicitation
Develop solicitation
Market solicitation
Review and select proposals

Contract and Manage CollaborativeResearch
Projects
Develop research contracts with scope, budget
(including co-funding), and schedule
Launch project
Evaluate progress
Share interim findings
Review draft report
Produce final NYSERDA project report

Contract with scope, funding
and leveraging
Progress reports
Interim briefs/updates
Peer-reviewed NYSERDA
project reports

Output
{What do we produce?}

Research plan

PONs
TEP/Team meetings to review
proposals and discuss
recommendations
Final projects recommended for
funding

NYSERDA Performance
Goal
{What is our operational
performance target?}

Research plan reflects a common
understanding of energy-related
environmental research needs which,
if addressed, would support informed
decision-making in NYS, the region
and nationally

Portfolio of projects meets the
specific high priority research needs
in the plan

Projects successfully achieve specific
research objectives and advance
knowledge
Stakeholders are apprised of interim
developments

[Intermediate Outcomes]

[Longer-term Outcomes]

Enhanced exchange among
scientists and policy
analysts in developing
projects

Knowledge gained
Strengthened NYS research
infrastructure

Broader Public Benefit/
Outcome
{What benefits result from
the activities in the
intermediate term and in
the long term?}

[Intermediate Outcomes]
Enhanced exchange among
scientists and policy
analysts in producing the
plan and use of the plan by
other groups

[Indicators/ Tracking Method]
1. Did we involve appropriate
stakeholders and experts in developing
the plan? [Noted in plan]

Performance Indicators
{How do we measure and
assess performance?}

2. Is the plan being used to chart the
path forward for EMEP and other
research efforts? [Evaluate annually]
3. Is the plan robust, i.e., does it remain
valid over an appropriate period of
time? [Evaluate annually]
4. Is the plan synergistic with other
related national research?
5. Does it target NYS needs?

Key External Influences

[Indicators/Tracking Method]
1. Did the solicitation produce
quality projects recommended
for funding? [Noted in Team
memo]
2. Do the projects address high
priority research needs
consistent with the plan? [Noted
in Team memo]
3. Was exchange enhanced?
[Noted in Team memo]

Information Exchange
Prepare and disseminate summary reports
and synthesis papers
Sponsor workshops and conferences
Make data and information publicly available
through the web
Provide briefings
Publish NYSERDA reports
Publish technical journal articles

Summary reports and synthesis
papers
Workshops and conferences
Web-based information
Briefings
NYSERDA reports
Technical journal articles

Materials are high quality and in
demand

[Longer-term Outcomes: Ultimate Program Goals, as stated in SBC3 plan]
Enhanced understanding and awareness of the environmental impacts of
energy choices and emerging energy options
Scientific and technical foundation to help formulate effective and
equitable energy-related environmental policies and resources
management practices

[Indicators/Tracking Method]

[Indicators/Tracking Method]

1. Number of projects started/completed [Compile quarterly]
2. NYSERDA funding and leveraging [Compile quarterly]
3. Number and type of individual NYSERDA draft project reports peer reviewed
and list of reviewers [Compile quarterly]
4. Knowledge gained
Quantitative assessment:
- Number and type of publications in peer-reviewed journals [Collect and
compile annually]
- Number and nature of patents (if appropriate) [Collect and compile annually]
Qualitative assessment:
- Summarize by area [prepare biennially - 2008]
i. Ecosystems
ii. Air quality and health
iii. Cross cutting research
- Review by PAG/SAC [periodically]

1. Number and type of NYSERDA reports and publications produced and distributed
[Compile annually]
2. Number and type of EMEP Web hits [Compile annually]
3. Number and type of Conferences/workshops (including evaluations and attendees)
[Compile annually]
4. Relevance, acceptance and use by scientific community:
- Number and type of publications in peer-reviewed journals [Collect and compile
annually]
- Number and type of citations [Annual bibliometric analysis]
5. Relevance, acceptance and use by policy/decision-makers:
- Number and type of briefing to policy/decision-makers [Collect and compile annually]
- Number and type of references to EMEP research projects in policy documents
[Collect, compile and evaluate annually]
- Qualitative assessment of impacts on new policies, regulations, and resource
management decisions [Prepare annually]

Local, State, regional and national environmental/scientific research needs; Local and State siting and permitting regulations, new fuels and new engine emission standards and new emission standards for distributed generation, changing economic conditions and rising fuel prices, federal
energy policies including Federal Production Tax Credit and the Federal Energy Policy Act of 2005

